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Measuring Response
Time Performance

by Jack L. Stout

You've probably seen the commer-
cials where comedian Rich Hall
promotes Pizza Hut's promise of a
lunch-time pizza within 5 minutes or
your next pizza is on the house. I guess
they figurecl we'd rather watch Rich
Hall than a Pizza Hut attorney reading
off the terms of a limited warrantee, e.g. :

``WHEREAS, certain purchasers of

prepared foods, hereinc[fter referred to
as 'Noon-time Customer,' may be sub-
ject to restriction by certc[in externally
inposed tine limitations; and
WHEREAS, such tine lirrLitations
may cause an effective reduction in the
benefit or varfue to said Noon-tine
Customer of foods not available for
consurxption by sc[id Noon-time
Customer within the window of oppor-
tunity deflned by said time limitations;
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby
agreed .  .  . etc."

I think you'd agree, Rich Hall is bet-
ter. Even so, the commercials could be

:vffisf:,¥e::y#,§.gxu±Lt#:±,I,
and 6 minutes later the waiter delivers
the goods. Hall looks up at the waiter
and says, 'Hah! You're 1 minute late, so
my next pizza's free." The waiter replies,
'Not so fast, hotshot, we never said we'd
denver Jem aJ/ in 5 minutes. The last guy
got his pizza in 4 minutes, yours came in
6, so the average is 5 minutes. Thejoke's
on you, buddy!" As the waiter walks
away, Hall jumps on his back, they fall
to the ground, Hall's teeth chomping on
the waiter's left ear . . . camera fades
out. Pretty darn funny.

Jack Stout has been at the forefront of
innovations in the destgn c[nd {mplernenta-
tion of EMS eystems for the past dozen
years.  If you have a question, a problem, or
a solution related to the public/private inter-
face in prehospital care,  address your letter
to  '`Interface,"  ]EMS,  P.O.  Box  1026,
Solana Beach,  CA 92075.

Or try this: Same guy walks in,
orders his ''5-minute Pizza," and 20 min-
utes later (just as he gets up to go back
to work) , the waiter brings his pizza.
The guy says to the waiter, "My lunch
hour's over so wrap it up to go, and give
me my chit for a free one next time."
The waiter replies, 'Tto deal, smart
mouth, you got your pizza in 5 minutes
from the time we put it in the oven (king
emphasis on that italicized part). The
joke's on you, buddy!" Same exit scene,
fadeout. Equally funny.

We don't need a legal definition to
know that Pizza Hut's promise does not
refer to an "average response time."
Why don't we? Because from the only
point of view that really matters -that
of the individual customer - the "average
response" time is meaningless. For the
same reason, we also know (without
needing to be told) that the Pizza Hut
clock starts as soon as we've placed our
order. What happens between the time
we place our order and the time we get
our pizza may be of interest to Pizza
Hut, but not to us. As customers, we
have little interest in learning wky we
didn't get our pizza on tine. We just
want our pizza.

In the EMS industry, there is no suck
widespread agreement about what
"response time" is or how it should be

measured. I think I know why. Public
and private EMS providers prefer to be
evaluated, not from the perspective of
the patients they exist to serve, but from
the far more comfortable point of view
of their own internal operations. The
draft report of a recent survey of the 30
most populous U.S. cities, conducted by
the District of Columbia's Productivity
Management staff, concluded in part
that ''There is no standard basis for the
calculation of response time . . . (in the
EMsindustry)."
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exferrzczz monitoring and verification of
response tine performance. As a result,
an arsenal of "scams" has been devel-
oped to create the illusion of reliable
response time performance even in
HMS systems whose actual performance
threatens the lives of substantial per-
centages of patients. Below is a partial
listing and brief discussion of the most
popular response time reporting scams.

Scc[m #1: The AIerage Response Time:
The most common and perhaps the
most dangerous and misleading
response time scam is the reporting of
"average" response time performance.

By concentrating deployment upon
areas experiencing the most frequent
requests for service, a sufficient number
of very quick times (e.g., from zero to 3
or 4 minutes) can be produced to offset
(and cover up) a substantial frequency
of life-threatening performance. "Aver-
age" response-time statistics tell us what
happened to about one-half the patients.
But what about the other half ?

More scrupulous providers (and less
gulhble public officials) insist upon eval-
uations based upon "response time
frequency distribution" statistics, rather
than upon response time averages. Thczf
is, they insist upon knowing the percerit-

age of calls which result in an acceptable
response time performance. If your drty's
"average" response time is "acceptable,"

then by definition, only about half of
your citizens are receiving an "accept-
able" level of service -the other half are
not. (The "median" and "mean" are usu-
ally pretty close together in EMS
response time distributions. ) The fol-
lowing is an example of a paramedic
ambulance re sponse-time standard
used by several cities in contracting for
services:

The contractor shall produce a maxi.-
mz{m (not average) response time of 8
minutes from time€all-received (not
time-unit-dispatched) to on-scene
arrival by a paramedic crew, on not
less than 90 percent of all pre-
sumptively defined hfe-threatening
emergency requests. Buyer considers
this 8 minute maximum/90 percent
standard to be the poorest acceptable
response time performance for a
major urban area - not the goal or
ideal.

It is important to understand that no
EMS provider can pursue the goal of
marimizing the number of calls within
a defined response time limitation, a7id
simultaneously pursue the goal of the
lowest possible average. That is because
pursuing the goal of an acceptable level
of service to every patient served - not
just the clverczge patient served -

THAUMATIZED over having to make the right decision?
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requires a totally different and far more
complex method of staffing, deployment
and constant redeployment than does
the pursuit of a superficially impressive
overall average performance.

Scam #2: Prciwider-Friendly Response
Time Definition: Next to the "ave[al8e
response-time scam," the use of more
flattering methods of calculating
response-time results is probably the
most common method of covering up
bad management and life-threatening
performance. (For example, the District
of Columbia recently shaved a full three
minutes off its response-tine "average"
with a single flick of the statistics. )

Pizza Hut's ''5-minute promise" clearly
and inarguably implies that the clock
starts when you have ordered your
pizza and stops when your pizza arrives.
EMS response time is no more of a
mystery. The EMS clock starts when
you have "ordered your EMS unit" and
stops when your unit arrives.

AIl other time-stamped events are
recorded only for purposes of diagnos-
ing and correcting causes of poor
response-time performance. For exam-
ple, you'll never know if long "outof-
chute" times are causing response time
delays unless you calculate the times
between "time unit alert" and "time unit
en route.''

Scam #3: Stalling on `'Tine Call

8:9:avye:.#rst#edfiyidsagdip;;aTcafcen.
ter of a major U.S. city when I watched
a dispatcher carry on an extended con-
versation with a caller, deliberately
stalling to avoid logging "time call
received: until a unit became available.
To avoid this temptation, dispatch com-
puter software should be designed to
automatically "stamp" time{all-received
the moment callback number, location,
and nature of problem have been
entered, even though additional infor-
mation may continue to be gathered
and entered.

In both manual and computer-
assisted dispatch systems, periodic com-
parisons of time-stamped tape
recordings of telephone inquiries with
response-time data related to the same
calls will eventually catch the cheaters.
(Note: Routine daily synchronization of
tape-recorder clocks with time{locks or
dispatcher€omputer clo cks is es sential
to effective verification. )

Scam #4: Abuse Of ''Exenption Provi.-
sz.o7is. " Nearly every EMS system
incorporates into its standards certain
defined circumstances under which the
run shall be excluded from reported
response-timestatistics-i.e.,conditions
under which poor response-time per-
formance is clearly beyond the
provider's reasonable control. In some
systems, the list of these exemptions is
so long that the net effect is to exclude



nearly every late run (e.g. , the night was
too dark, the sun too bright, etc.). In our
own work, we usually limit such exclu-
sions by contract as follows:

"The contractor shall be exempt from

the response-time performance require-
ments, and from late run penalty
assessments only as follows:

A. Runs shall be exempt which occur
during periods of severe weather condi-
tions which could reasonably be
expected to substantially impair con-
tractor 's resp onse-time performance,
provided it shall be the contractor's
responsibihty to document said condi-
tions, the time period affected, and the
affected runs, and to apply for approval
to an external regulating body not under
the provider's control whose decision
shall be final.
8. Excess runs shall be exempt which
occur during periods of unusual system
overload defined for these purposes as a
period of time during which more than
(insert number) emergeney calls are
simultaneously in progress. Response
times to calls I.71 excess of that number,
and which originate during the same
time period, shall be excluded from
response time calculations and exempt
from late-run penalties. (Note: the
number inserted into that blank is estab-
lished by analysis of peak load demand
fluctuations. In general, the provider is

responsible for covering the average of
the highest peak load demand levels
found to occur during each of a series of
consecutive 10-week periods. )
C. The response time and late-run
penalty requirements of this contract
shall be suspended during a declared
disaster, locally, or in a neighboring
jurisdiction which has requested
assistance from the provider.
D. In cases of multiple-response inci-
dents (i.e., where more than one
ambulance is sent to the same incident),
only the response time of the first arriv-
ing ambulance shall be counted for
purposes of measuring contractor's
response time performance.

E. No other causes of poor response-
time performance, such as traffic con-
gestion, vehicle falure, faulty address-
match data from the 9-1-1 computer,
road construction, blocked railroad
crossings, or other such causes, shall be
allowed as exemptions to these
response time requirements and late
run penalty provisions."

§c_c[y| #5: Using BLS Ur[its to Stop the
ALS CJock. Some multi-tiered systems
havedeliberatelyoraccidentally
designed their data and reporting sys-
tems so as to fail to distinguish between
the arrival of BLS vs. ALS units dis-
patched to the same call. While the BLS
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level is fine for a lst responder unit, it is
no substitute for the tinely arrival of a
full-fledgedALScapabhity.

Calculations From Manual Dis-
patch Cards

Where manual dispatch card systems
are still in use, it is usually not possible
to capture time-stamps in seconds as
well as minutes. For example, a call
with an actual start time of 17:00:59 and
an actual arrival time of 17:07:00 would
be reported at a "7-minute response
time," even though the actual response
time was 6 minutes, 1 second. In the
same system, a call with an actual start
time of 17:00:00 and an actual arrival
time of 17:07:59 would also be reported
as a "7-minute response time," even
though the actual response time was
only 1 second short of a full eight
minutes.

Therefore, where manual time clocks
are still in use, response times reported
at "7-minute response times" actually
include a range of performance
between greater than 6 minutes and less
than 8 minutes.

But not all of the runs with response
times within that range will be reported
as "7-minute runs." Some calls with
actual response times over 7 Ininutes
but less than eight will be reported as"8-
minute runs" because the "7-minute" and
"8-minute" categories overlap each other.
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And because the "6-minute" and "7-Inin-
ute" categories also overlap each other,
some calls with actual response times
over six minutes but less than 7 minutes
will be reported as "6-minute runs.

Thus, response time statistics based
upon data from manual time clocks are
actually a series of overlapping catego-
ries. That is the "7-minute response
time" category merely refers to a group
of calls ranging in actual response time
from > 6 minutes to < 8 minutes, while
the "6-minute" category includes
response times in the overlapping range
between > 5 minutes and < 7 minutes,
and the "8-minute" category includes
response times in range between > 7
minutes and < 9 minutes -a range that
also overlaps that of the "7-minute" cate-
gory, and so on.

Compa:risorrs Of Mc["al vs. Auto-
77iafed Dafcz..  When response-time
statistics from EMS systems using man-
ual record-keeping methods are
compared with those of automated sys-
tems, it is necessary to allow for certain
adjustments. The problem is this: a '10-
minute maximum/90 perc ent reliability
standard" based upon automated time-
stamping is a substantially higher (more

stringent) standard than a "10-minute
maximum/90 percent reliability stan-
dard" based upon a manual-time clock.
That is, with times recorded in minutes
cind seconds, all runs with response
times reported as " = 10 minutes" will
actually have response times of 10 Inin-
utes or less; whereas, using times
recorded in minutes only, a group of
runs reported as " < 10 minutes" will
include some runs with actual response
times greater than 10 minutes, but less
than 11 minutes (because of the overlap-
ping categories discussed above).

A reasonable solution when making
such comparisons is to assume that a
'10-minute maximum/90 percent relia-

bility" standard measured in minutes
and seconds is about the same as a "101/2-
minute maximum/90 percent reliability "
standard measured in minutes only.

Regarding Use of Mutual Aid
Providers

Question: Under what conditions
should a response by a mutual aid
provider from another jurisdiction be
allowed to "stop the response time
clock?' Another fairly common "scam"
involves excluding from the data all
runs 'handed off' to a mutual-aid pro-
vider. Thus, when demand loads peak
or an extended response time seems
likely, the unscrupulous provider simply

dumps the problem on a neighboring
provider. Being outside the neighboring
provider's own jurisdiction, the run is
excluded from his reports as well. Like
magic, the late run simply disappears
from everyone's statistics.

Contracts developed for our own ch-
ents hold the local provider solely
responsible for aJJ calls originating from
within his jurisdiction, regardless of
who handled the call. The provider may
negotiate and uthize mutual-aid agree-
ments with neighboring providers, and
may utilize services furnished by such
neighboring paramedic providers
toward fulfillment of response-time
requirements, provided the following
conditions are met:

1. The mutual-aid agreements with the
neighboring paramedic providers must
be reciprocal and fair to both
jurisdictions;
2. Services rendered by the neighboring
paramedic provider must be substan-
tially medically equivalent to the level
of care required of the local provider,
(i.e., trading BLS for ALS is about as"mutual" as bringing a bag of corn chips

as your contribution to a Baptist church
potluckdinner);
3 . The mutual-aid provider and its per-
sonnel must agree to cooperate with
and participate in medical audits of the

ATTENTION:
Fire Apparatus
Maintenance

Personnel
at last

A Conference about Fire Apparatus for Maintenance Per§onne]
riow's the time to put your heads together, share experiences, and learn
from the experts on the ``nuts and bolts" of fire apparatus maintenance.

FIRE APPARATUS MAINTENANCE CONFERENCE
December 4-5, 1987

Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor
Baltimore, Mar-yland

Sponsored by The Conference Corporation
(The same people u)ho brought  the Emergency Vehicle Maintenance Seminar)

Jn coaperafl.on wl.fh The International A§sociation of Fire Chiefs
For more information contact:    The conference corporation

P.O. Box 805, Solana Beach,  CA 92075
(619)  481-5267
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runs in question, if asked;

4. To effect reliable coordination and
accurate documentation of response
times, provision must be made for
direct radio contact between the neigh-
boring paramedic provider 's
ambulances and the local control center.
(Where digital data transmission is nor-
mally used to record unit arrival times,
voice notification by an approved
mutual-aid provider is sufficient for
such documentation purposes. )

Equality of Service Among
Neighborhoods

In addition to areawide response-
time requirements, our clients also
incorporate standards requiring reason-
ableequalityofserviceamongthe
various defined neighborhoods or "dis-
tricts" of the community. Where local
officials represent election districts (e.g. ,
''councihaanic district''), it makes sense

to require equality of service among
those districts. Elsewhere, dividing the
community into 8 or 10 zones based
upon demographic differences will
achieve the same result. (Note: These
"zones" have nothing to do with unit

deployment or dispatching method, but
areusedonlytodeterminewhetherany
neighborhoodorareaisgettingaraw
deal.)

In our latest project (Pinellas County,
Florida) we have incorporated an addi-
tional financial incentive for achieving
response time equality among the vari-
ous areas. Late run deductions from
payment (i.e. , $10 per minute per call)
are retrospectively doubled for runs in
districtswherethestandardofequality
hasn't been met.

The point is that, even where two
communities experience identical over-
all response-time performance, the
community receiving the most consis-
tently equal resp onse-tine performance
throughout its various neighborhoods is
getting substantially better service, and
its EMS provider is working both harder
and smarter than the other provider to
achieve the result.

Conclusion
It's been more than 15 years since the

federal governlnent first started inject-
ing more than 300 milhon dollars in
grant funds to "fur' our HMS systems.
Over that period, our entire industry
hastalkedabout'`response-timeper-
formance" as though we had some idea
of what the term means. Response time
performanceisbyfarthemosteasily
documented and evaluated of all
parameters of EMS system perform-
ance. The pubfic might well ask, if our
industry hasn't yet resolved this most
basic of issues, what else have we not
done? Let's hope they don't ask.           I

EMD  INSThucTOR COURSE
Ifarn the critical difference between call screening and priority

dispatching! The most successful workshop in our history is being
repeated.  The  presenter  is  Dr. Jeff Clawson,  who developed the
priority dispatch system and is a national expert and consultant on
EMS dispatch.

This intensive 2-day workshop will give dispatchers, supervisors
and operation managers a comprehensive education in emergency
medical  dispatch.  Participants  will  receive  a  valuable  syllabus  of
reference materials, a current copy of priority dispatch cards, and
teaching outline formats.
hfatcrlal covered includes:           .  Prearrival insunctions
•  all aspects of priority dispatching  .  priority card concepts
•  basic dispatch techniques                .  localization of EMD
•  medical-legal aspects of Elm        .  mark telephone scenarios,drills

Jeff Claveon. MD,  is the Fire Surgeon for the Salt lake City Fire
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train at  every type  of EMS  system.  Hie  is credited with creating a
"revolution"   in   dispatch   training   with   far-reaching   effects   in

improving  the  professionalism  and  effectiveness  of the  dispatch
center and EMS system.

Fprs__E_D_U_f4I_ORS!Tbisone'sforyou.IThsTAssEssnml`ITANDDEVELopnyT
As  an   instructor  you've  spent   hours   preparing   lectures  and

developing  new  and  innovative  ways  of presenting  information.
You've struggled to keep the advanced student motivated and the
poorerstudentfrombeingdiscouraged.Nowit'stimefortestingand
evaluation, probably one of your more difficult tasks.

Join    us   for   a   one-day   preconference   workshop   on   test
construction and student preparation. This will be both a didactic
andhands-onsemirur.Plantotakevaluableinformationhomewith
you to implement immediately.
Learn:
•  How to blue print objective tests
•  What are the levels of cognition related to EMs          tRIaeJ
•  Pointers and suggestions for item and test constructiorf
•  Test analysis and a primer on basic statistics

RIchard]udd,Ph.D,bringsupdatedinformationandanewstyleof
presentation  to  EMS  Instructors.  He has over 20 years of teaching
experience  and  has  authored  several  articles,  texts,  and  papers
related  to  EMS  education  and  evaluation.  Among  his  extensive
publishing,  Dr. judd  is credited with "Great Teachers,"  "What the
Teacher Always Wanted  to  Khow About  EMS  in  the  Classroom,"
"WhyEvaluate:TestDecisionsandWhatTheyMean,"and"Training

the Trainer. "
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